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PAIR PRODUCTION IN THE FIELD OF ORBITAL ELEC1 RONS 
BY A TOTAL-ABSORPTION METHOD AT 319 Mev 

John D. Anderson, Robert W. Kenr.ey, G.h<trles .A. McDonald, Jr., t and 
F..ichard F. Postt 

Radiation Laboratory, Univ,;.;rsity of California 
Berv,.eley, California 

January 25, 19 56 

ABSTRACT 

The attenuation of 319 4: 4-Mev photons in liquid hydrocarbons has 

been measured and has been used to infer the cross section for pair 

production in the field of the orbital electron~; (triplet production). 

Targets of benzene (C6H
0

) and cyclohexane (C6H
12

) were used 

in good geometry. A pair spectrometer with Lhree fast cou.nter chan

nels was used to measure the intensity of the transmitted photon beam. 

The synchrotron was monitored with a modified pair spectrometer that 

was sensitive only to the bremsstrahlung spectrum above 300 Mev. 

The total absorption cross aections in hydrogen and carbon at 

319 Mev have been found'to be 18.0 :t 1.8mb per hydrogen e~;tom, and 

321.1 :t: z.B mb per carbon atom, respectively. 

Subtraction of the theoretical nuclear pair and electron Compton 

cross sections ar.~d the expe:rhn.ental photo:meson crOs5 sections in hydrogen 

from the total hydrogen absorpti(Jn cross section gives 6.7 ± 1. 8 r.;.'lb fm: 

the ~:= .. :perimental triplet cross section, as compared with the theoretical 

value of 7.99 mb. Similarly, when one subtracts the cross section5 for 

competing processes in carbon, one gete for the triplet cross ~ection al 

319 Mev the value 45.3 :t:: 6.4 mb, compared with the theoretical value of 

45. 8 mb. The large uncertainty in the carbon triplet crt."lSS eection is due to 

uncertainties in the cross sections for the competing processes. 

+ Now at Radietion La.bor~tory, Livermore 

\ 
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P .t\IR PRODUC"riON IN THE J1'1ELD OF ORBITAL El,ECTRONS ' 
BY A TOTAL-.ABSORl>TION METHOD AT 319 Mev 

John D. Anderson, Robert W. I{enney, Chc..r1es l\. McDonald, .Jr., and 
Richard F. y')·oat 

Radiation Laboratory, Univer~ity of California 
Berkeley, California 

January 25, 1956 

I. TNTRODUCTION 

The possibility of the formation of an electron pair in the fit::ld 

of an atomic orbital electron by a gc.mma ra.y was £ir;::;t recognized by 

Perrin. 
1 

Landau and Rume r
2 

suggested for the reciprocal case of hrems

strahlung by ::.:.n electron in the field of orbital eiectronG that one should 

replace 3
2 

by Z(Z + l) in orde~ to a.ccount for the t•.)tal radiation cross 

section per atom. The first. quantum-mechanical calculation of. the p:roceeHl 

wae that by W'heelcr end Lamb. 3 They used the first Born app:rOldrnati.on, 

which assumes that Z/ 137 << 1. Screening was included and w.a-.s found to 

be less effective on the electrons than on the nucleus. Thus, the so-caUed 

. "triplet production11 (pair production by photons in the field of an orbital 

electt.on) is greater than :h . / Z. 1:.his is discussed in rnore detail :i: pau• . 
below {Section Ill). Several nons<.:reened theories have been given, of which 

the most complete illl that of Borsellino. 4 He finds that with increasing 

photon energy)pair production in the field of an electron very slowly 

approaches that in the field of a nucleus of unit charge. At 319 Mev the 

former ie 5% sln.llle::.· than the latter. 

The first indisputable observation of triplet production was that 

reported in 1944 by Ogle and Kruger. 5 who used the 2.. 6 7 -Mev ga.mrna 

ray from Na
24 

This energy is just above t.he thre8hold (4mc
2

) for 

tzoiplet production, an:d --as has been shown by Watson
6 

and most 

rigorously by Vortruba 
7 

--the three electronl:l tend to share the a.vailablc 

energy about equally fo:r a photonenergy that is lese; than 5 Mev. For 

photon energies above this, the positron and one electron get most of the 

energy, with the third electron getting 1/2 mc
2 

in the extreme re1.ativistic 

limit. Thus, to observe the effect di:r·ectly, one should use gamm.s just 
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above the threshold. Ogle &nd Kt·uger observed the pairs and triplets formed 

in the air in their cloud chamber. TheY: ~etected 56 pairs and l triplets 

with excellent momentum and energy balauce. More recent cloud.chamber 

work was that by Phillips and Kruger· with the 6 -Mev gamma from pt.ototlS 

on fluorine, .by Gaerttner and Yeater 9 with the average energy of 50 Mev 

from the General Electric betatron, and by Emigh10 at the Illinois 300 -Mev 

betatron. Besides these direct observations, DeWire 11 at 280 Mev, Lawson
12 

at 88 Mev, and Berman13 at 19.5 Mev have all found it necessary to introduce 

the theoretical absorption r '! triplet production to account for the total 

absorption experimentally observed. Only Berman, however, studied low-Z 

elements where triplet production is comparable to pair production, and 

his energy was too low to give rise to a pair cross section comparable to 

Compton cross section. 

The subject of this paper is the etudy of triplet production by a 

total-absorption method at 319 Mev. This specific -technique waa employed 

becau·se the direct effect is difficult to observe, as tl-,~e thit·d electron gets 

very little energy. 
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II. COMPE'IING ABSORPTION PROCESSES AT 319 Mev 

The absorption processes that compete with triplet production at 319 Mev 

are discussed below. The theoretical treatment of triplet production is 

given in Section Ill. 

A. Pair Production in the Nuclear Coulomb Field 

For 319-M'ev gamma :rays, the largest contribution to the totat' ab-

5orption cross section in all elemen.ts except hydrogen is that due to pair 

production in the nuclear Coulomb iield. The theory !o:r this process, 

including screening, wae given by Bethe and Heitler 14 in 1934 •. They 

used the Dirac negative energy states and the first Born approxim~tion, 

which requires that Z/ 137 << 1, thb being the .requhement that the plane 

wave representation used for the pair members remain undis~o:cted by 

the nuclear Coulomb field. For high -Z elements the conditiot.\ ia C'I.Ot 

sati.sfied. Thh was first seen experimentally by Adams 15 at 20 Mev. 

This discrepancy with theory has since been confirmed by several authors, 

am•Jttg them Lawson lZ at 88 Mev; De Wire, Ashkin and Beach 16 at 280 Mev; 

and Emigh, 
10 

who gets at 300 Mev r,ub~Stantially the same correction as that 

found by L<lwson. The differentia! cross section in the limit of high energies, 

by neglecting screening, has been calculated without recourse to the Born 

approxim~.tion by Ma:ximon and Be the 17 and has recently been integrated 

over positron energy. 18 It is shown in R~ference 18 that the correction 

is equally applicable to cases with complete, incomplete, or no screening. 

Just as the experime:.1.ta had indicated, th~ correction term has a ;;:.
2 

dependence. It is to be noted that this correction is completely negligible 

for carbon, amounting t.o le~a than. O.lo/4, and for elements; of lower Z. As 

is shown betc~w. triplet production h most readily detectable for low .. :.c 
elements. Thus we are justified in calculating nuclear pa~r pro>duction from 

the Bethe .. Heitler theory. in view of its experimental confirmation for low Z. 

In cdculating the screening of the nucleus by the orbital electrons, 

a Fermi-Thomas distribution o! the electrons is assumed. This theory is 

of a statistical nature and becomes more applicable as Z increases. Fo:r-
3 tunately, Wheeler and Lamb have made an exact calculation for hydrogen. 
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A convenient fonn tor the differential cross section, Jp(E +) dE+.~ 
for the creation of a pair whose positron. has a.n energy in the ra.nge 

E + to E + + dE+' whose negative electron has an energy in the range E to 

E:.- dE_, and fot• the incident quantum whose energy is k
0

, where 

k 0 = E++ E ~· is given by the relotion 

_,_ TdE+ {[ z zlJ 4 
jVE +) dE+ = . ko 3 ( + + E-J [ +,I'll - ; 

where ~~ ('y) and ~2(y) are <given graphici.l1ly in Reference 

2 100 me k
0 

y = 
E., p '7 1/3 

+.....,- .-... 

and where 

! = zl (_e~ jl = z 2 X 0.5793 mb .• 
137 ~c ) 

3 as functions of 

T.he autho.rs have calculated the value of this function for k 0 = 319 Mev· 

for hydrogen <Uld ca:rbon as a function of the positron total ener'gy, using a 

maximum interval between points of 10 Mev. The total p3.ir cross sections 

were obtained by graphical integration of these cu.rvee (aee Table I, p. 11). 

:from calculations such as this, a plot of the pair cross secti~n vs photon 

energy may be obtained. 

B. Electron Compton Effect 

The electron Compton effect is the subject of the previous paper (hereafter 

called Paper AKM), 19 in which it was concluded that the Klein-Niahina 

formula was correct to within 16% at 319 Mev. The theoretical value a.t 

319 Mev is 

-;h ' = 3.04 mb/electron. _!Compton 

*1mb lO-l7 2 = em . 
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~:ne:rgy and angular distributions for ,. -1·-meaoi'l production in hydrogen 

have been mea.sured at va:doua labor.ar-"Ties. The recent Berkeley total 
?n • 

cross aection at Z75 Mev'""., is in exceUen't agreement with. that frorn 

California Institute of Technology. Croee sections published by thi.! latter 

institution show the total 11' +-production eros s section in hydrogen at 
·~ 1 

319 Mev to be 0.22 :t: 0.\13 mb. £. 

For -rr
0 

production in hy.irogen at 319 Mev, >)akley and Walker
22 

sho•.v the tc1tal cross section to be 0.23 d:: 0.03 rnb. 

· Thus, the total photomeson cross section in hydrogen at 319 Mev is 

0.4.5 mb, act:1Jrnte to approximately 50o/o. 

The ratio of 1r + production from carbon and from hydrogten pe:r 
' l3 

equivalent quantum is given as 2.16 by Jakobson. Shultz, and White; ' 

Using this result and the rr+ cross section in hydrogen at: 319 Mev, we find 

the total 'IT.;. cross nee tion in carbon is 0.47 mh. 

Littauer a.nd W::l.lker 24 show th~ ratio of tr- to w +production iri cadJ(.ln 

to be 1.06 for 65-Mev mesons at 135° and for 310-Mev bremsstrahlung. 

Their work, combined with the rece.nt work a£ Motz, Crowe and Friedman, 
25 

shows no strong energy or angular dependence. Uaing the v..,. total cross 

~ection in hyd:t-ogem at 319 Mev, one finds the tr- cross section in carbon to 

h·~ 0. ~ nib. 
76 

In the paper by Steinberger, Panofsky., ao.d SteUer- the ratio of 

the cross sections per equivalent quanta for 'lfO productiot1 in carbon and 

in hydrogen is 7.7. From the hydroger1 erose; section one gets 1.77 m·b pe.r 

319 -Mev photon. 

Thus the total photomeson erose section in carbon at 319 Mev is 

2. 7 mb, ~ccurate to within a factor of 2. 
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D. Othe:r Processes 

The photoproduction in carbon of stars \vith three or more prongs 

has been observed by Miller. 
27 ln the interval of l4Z to 322 Mev. the 

average value for the total cross section is given as 1.5mb, where an 

additional 10% was added to account for stars in which only neutrons. 

were formed. This cross section should he good to within 50'ro. 
' . 

The photoproton yield from carbon is obtained from the angular 

distribution found by Feld. Godbole, Odian, Scherb. Stein and Wattenberg, 
28 

and the absolute differential cross section at 60° for 190-Mev photons by 

Weiland McDaniel. 29 With a k 0 -
3/Z dependence assumed, the cross 

section is found to be 0.6 mb per 319-Mev photon, accurate to approxi

mately a factor of 3. 

!'~o other processes contribute significantly to the interaction of 

319 -Mev photons in hydrogen or carbon. ,'l'he photoelectric effect, so 

important at lower photon energies. gives cross sections of the order 

of 10 - 36cm2 in hydrogen and 10 - 32 cm2 in carbon. The proton Compton 
. ' d -31 2 cross sect1on liS' of the or er of 10 em . 

.. 
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111. · PAIR PRODUCTION IN THE COULOMB FIELD OF THE 
ORBITAL ELECTRONS (TRIPLET PRODUC1ION)·-'THEORETICAL 

Triplet production is an absorption process for 319 -Mev gamma 

rays which is second in magnitude only to pair production. The name is 

.· · derived from the fact that the quantum forms a pait' of electrons in the 

field of an orbital electron, and the electron recoils and is removed from 

the atom, giving a triplet of electrons. An elementary calculation shows 

that the threshold for the procern is 4mc
2

, whereas it in 2mc 2 i~ ordinary 

.nuclear pair production . 

. The article by Wheeler and Lamb 3 ie primarily devoted. to pair 

production by electrons in the field of orbital electrons, but by the 

Weizsacker- Williams method they obtain the result for triplet production. 

The calculation closely follows that of Bethe and H;eitler for ordinary pair 
I 

production. They employ the first-order Born app-roximation. which assumes. 

a plane -wave representation for the pai.t members. They also assu.r.ne that 

the recoil energy of the third electron is · negligiple, an aa~umptiou which 

has remsined in mo1·e ~cc:ent theories and has been shown to be valid by 

W 
6 d V b 't -c-· • h "11:.~ ' Th 1 atson an ortru & & or ec:reenntg, t e z: erm1. · ornas e ectron 

distribution is again af.>sumed, except in the case of hydrogen, wb.e're exact · 

wave functions were used. The differential cross section for the production· 

of a pair of electrons in the fie:ld of an orbital electron, in which. the positron 

and for the i ncid~mt quantum of' 

8 

3 

where ~l(E) and ~2 {e:) are given graphically in Reference 3 as functionel o{ 

l no 2 ' u me Kv 
E :: 

E E -z,l/3 
-i -

' .. 
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The 1·esultr, of grap!J.ical integration of this func t.ion £or k 0 = 319 Mev 

for hydrogen and carbon are given in T::><ble I. (p. 11 ). It is to be noted 

that screening is less effective on the orbital electrons th.;iin it is on 

the nucleus. In the lirnit of very high energies and cornplete screening we 

find. 

zfwh~eJ.er l.a;:tnb 

JBeth~ Beitler 

. = l. 4 in hydrogen. 
30 

ln this derivation, Wheeler and Lamb have assumed that the 

probability of producing a pair in the Coulomb field of a free electron is 

the same as in the field of a proton. Borsellino 4 
has shown. that this 

-assumption is not correct but he has neglected screening. !n the limit of 

high ener·gies, Bot'eeUino1 s re$ult for the total triplet cross oeetion. per 

at<.n-n i.e 

d5\ :: .!f28
tn 2<L _ 

218
- l.li (~n 2o.)

3
- 3(1.nZa)

2
+6.34Jnla.+ll.11 

l.t)Dorsellino Z 9 2.7 a. 3 .l 
' . 

' 
wllfe"re (1 ::: k 0 /mc

2 
As one goes to very high energies this result hae as . 

u 

its asymptotic limit the Bethe -Heitler nonscreened _pair -production c~ross 

section divided by the atomic number. That is 

~~ T' r2s ~ ~ 2181.1 _r~B orsellino - , i L9 < n ""- -
27 

J for n > > I. 

Borsellino's result approaches this function very slowly, differing from 

it by 5V'"~ at 319 Mev. 

At the intermediate energy of 319 Mev it is .necessary to cons~der 

both screeni.ng nnd the difference between eledronic and nuclear effects. 

Be the and Ashkin 30 point out that it is a good approximation to take 

· Borsellino's result for the difference between the cross sections i.n the 

field of an electron and in the field of a nucleu9 of charge 1. and to sub

tract this from the Wheeler and Lamb cross section. Th~t is, 

ftriplet • ~~eeler Lamb - Z ~fair (Z ::: ~) 
. unacreened 

Bethe Hei tler 

• l'triphtt (Z .;: l) J 
Bor selli no 

'l'he justification for this rnethod of calculation of the triplet croez secti(ln 

is that Borsellino' s difference between the prod\lc tion probabilities for 

electronic and nuclear field!! is due :mainly to l~rge momentum transfers. 
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white the screening dfect arises frf".,m small rno:tnentuin trana!ers. The 

corrected theoretical tr-iplet eros$ sections for hydrogen and carbon are 

given in Table I. 

. . . . . . . 'I :ab!<l'l :I "'-....:-....·------· ···-·~-~~~~~~~~~-...~~~~·f.~~ .. ~.-~.n.:.~ ...... ~-..,., .... ..,.., .. """~-......,.r~ ........ ~~.,.........,=......,----.....,..,. 
Theoretical Pair and Triplet Cross Sections 

at319Mev . 
d¥l'fiii!I"'P!ffl ,.,,,_~tlo'~~~ ... ~__.....--..... ...,._,, .... '"'_...._ ..... _ _._,~-.~-~....,..,. .. 'f"'lp'ol"(•b"f•• ... -~1-., ..... __ ~.._.-~---... ~---

Hydrogen 
. .mblatorn ...... ·' _____ ,_ 

Pair (Be the and Heider) 7. 78 

Triplet (Wheeler and Lamb) 8.36 

Triplet (Corrected) 7. 99 

Carbon 
..,!!lb/ atom 

252.. 7 

43.1 

4S.S 
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tV METHOD AND APPJ\F.A'IUS 

. 
'lhe moat direct method of obtaining the triplet croas section would 

be to detect the three electrons for a given photon ~nergy. It has been 

rnentioned previously that the third electron gets very little of tha energy 

at 319 M(~v. Thus the direct Obttervation of the effect, eit.her elect:tonic~ 

ally or by cloud charnbers, would be exceedingly difficult. Superir:nposed 

upon this difficulty l$ the problem of working with t. bremsstrahlung 

spectrum. 

A sin1pler approach is to measure the. total absorption cross section 

for a giver.t photon energy for eleme11ts in which th.e triplet cross section 

i!S an appreciable .fraction of that totat absorption erose section. If from 

them·y and expe:drnent one can make reasonable estitnates of the Cl.·oss 

sections for the competing processes at this energy. a value of the 

triplet cross section can· be obtained. 

B. Total .?.bsm:ption Crosa S~ctions 
---------------~--~---------------

The total absorption cross sections at 319 Mev for hydrogen and ca:rbon 

were detet·miued in a good ... geometry ;'9.ttenuation experiment by use of fue 

pair -spectrometer coinddence ... ~ounting equipment Qnd monitor discussed 1n 

PaperAKtvt1tsee Fig. 2 of that paper). 

C. Choice of Targets. 

It is desirable to have the triplet cross section a~ large as possible 

with respect to the nuclear pair cross section. Since the forme:r h2::s a 
2 . 

Z dependence and the latter a Z dependence. one chooEtes as small a 

Z, as is practical. Hydrogen is the obvious choice, since at 319 Mev 

the two effects are about equal in magnitude, each contributing' 3;b:out 40% 

of the total absorption croes Gection, with the Compton effect giving 18% 

and photomeson production the remainder. Uniortunately, hydrogen in 

gas; or liquid form is difficult to work with,· the attenuation would be 

very small with existing targets, a.nd the hy-drogen de~sity cannot be 

pr~cisely determined. 
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. One could u~e other clements in liquid o-r solid form, but benzene 

. (C6H6) ~nd cyclohe.xa~e (C6H12) have som.e definite ao.vantages which 

ultimately led .to their being selected. They are readily 2!.vZLilable in 

high ... y..t:rity samples • and they. are free of the exploaion hazard. f!nd general 

handling probiems inheri:nf in hydrogen targets. Their hydrogen dtmsity> 

comparable to that of liquid hydrogen., can be determined to _withit' a few 

parts in 10.4 Unfortuut.tdy. tlfeir use requires a &l.thtraction type of_ 
i ' 

experiment to determine any hydrogen ctoss section. Howevar. one 

simultan.eously obtains- the total absorption ct·~ss section in carbon 

to a much higher precision than would be possible with a graphite target, 

owing to the det1sity U4i:C~l"tt.Hnties ic. the latter. 

Fro1'n the total absorption cross s.ection in carbon, one can abo 

determine the triplet cross section. It is true that c~rbon lacks the 

~Si.mplidty of hydrogen, in which the t1u.mber of possil;lle competing 

processes is limited, but the competing rea.ctions in carbon {ottle:r than 

nl..u:ieai• pair, triplet. and Compto-n efft~ct) still arnount to less t11an 2o/o 

of the total. At the same time, t.he triplet effect contribt.ltes about 12%. , . ' . 

Tbtts one ha.1l ·the p.ossibility of measuring the tri:Plet cross section to even 

highe~ accu;r.acy than is poseible with hydrogen. Owing to scxe_ening, 

which ie a function of the atomic nwnber, this will nat be simply six times 

the cross aection of hyd'rogen . 

.0. Ta:.•get i\ssembly 

.··- The two hydrocarbons were contained in identical ailuminum cylinders, 

29 inches long and 2.5 inches in diameter, with 5-mil aluminum end windowa. 

The absorber length was chosen eo as to give apprmdmately l/e attenustion 

of the gamma-ray beam at 319' Mev. 

Since the method of the e~erirnent was to •measure the ratio of the 

number of 319 -Mev quanta that penetrate the ah.sorber to the nttrnbe:r 

, , reach,ing that pdint with no absorber, it was necessary to have a. third 

target. 'This dummy target was identical with the other two eli:cept that 

r: , · it lNas evacuated to less than 1 S microns. The du.rnmy target provides 

a true measure of the target-out conditi.on, and eliminates the neceG£Sity 

of subtracting the absorption due to the Al ·windows. and of correcting 

for the displaced air column. 
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V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. Data 

A total of 1,500.000 coincidence counts were taken in the course of 

three independent runs over a. period of one year. The reeultG of all 

runs were con8istent within atatistice. 

The principal data consiS't of observations of photon beam intenoities 

transmitted by each of the three targets, and the results of interest are 

the two independent ratios of their intensities. E.ffects oi slow nonperiodic 

variationrs in the e,xperhnental conditions were cancelled to first order 

by observing the three inten1$ities in cyclic order with a cycle period of 

one hour. 

Because the absorbers attenuated the beam by a factor of 1/e at 

319 Mev, the flux through the pair spectrometer in the desired energy 

interval would vary over a factor of almost 3 on switching frotn· absorber 

to durnmy target. In order to assure that the spectrometer was always 

operating at the same efficiency, the synchrotron beam intensity was 

varied so that the flux through the spectrometer was maintained at a 

constant value. 

B. Cross Sections 

The total abs_orption erose sections at 319 Mev in hydrogen and 

carbon were found to be 18.0 11: 1.8 mb per hydrogen atom and 3Zl.l ~ Z.8 mb 

per carbon atom. The errors. lb.ted are root-mean-square errors on 

coun.ting statistics and ~e be"t estimate of systematic errors. The 

·temperature of the targets was monitored and the.data were corrected 

for density variation and change in target length. Over $11, these latter 

corrections amounted to less than 0.1%. The accidentals were sub

tracted from the total count.sj and they amounted to less than O.So/o. 

The calculations of the eXJ?erimental triplet cross ~Sections in 

hydrogen al'l.d carbon at 319 Mev are summarized in Table U, and the 

theoretical <:ross sections are given for comparison. 
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Table II. 

THplet croe;s sections in }).yd.t:ogen and in carbon at 319 Mev~ 

--------------·~----Interaction 
........_.._ -..... _..,..._...~-·---......... -----~--..... --~-· 

Hydrogen 
Cros.s Section 
(mb/atom) 

E1:ror Carbon 
Croas Section 
{•:nb/ atom) 

-----~+--------------------- ·~-+-----------

Nucle?.r Pair 
{Theoretical) 

Electron Comvton 
~Theoretical) 

Pbotorne s nn. 
(Experimental) 

Photodf\.r 
{Expe:1"imenta1) 

Nuclel;lr 
Photo~f£ect 
(Experimental) 

Total 
(l,ess Triplet) 

Experimental Total
Ah$orption CrQss 
Section 
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It is to be noted that, with the exception of nuclear pair production, pair 

production in the field of the orbital electrons, a.nd Compton effect, all 

other absorption processes in carbon contribute but 1.5% of the total 

absorption cross section. Thls amounts to lOo/o of the total triplet cross 

section in carbon, and when the uncertainties in some of theme other· eros's '~ 

sections are reduced the data. will then be available for the calculation 

of a better value for the triplet cross section in carbon. 
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